Development of mobile image processing suite for producing merged single image of dynamic machinery using android platform
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Abstract:
This research reports the development of Mobi Image Processing Suite (MIPS) which is an executable android application, that takes two images at run time and a single merged image is produced as a result by discarding the overlapping information. This application is especially designed to accommodate missing persons in a group photo. A complete group image can be constructed by merging two images captured back to back under same environmental and physical conditions and manipulating the missing human information. Enhancement techniques sharpening, converting into gray scale inverting, darkening the image has included. Face detection functionality is also integrated in the application. Besides entertainment photography, the application is highly accepted for real world engineering applications for inspection and fault analysis of dynamic complex machines where machine elements are partially hidden. For example a gear box and crankcase, a single image can be made by capturing two back to back images at rotation of 180° for easy analysis. However, for better understanding of wide range audience,
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the development, processing and results are discuss on base of entertainment photography example. The application has successfully passed unit test, integrated and several system tests. The quantitative analysis was performed to suggest better conditions and to highlight parameters for best performance and accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Humans use their eyes and brains to gain the visual perspective of the environment. Visual information is received by eyes and processed by brains to meaningful features such as lines, segments, boundaries, shapes etc. On the basis of these extracted features human get understanding of the particular information which helps him to take next action.

Now-a-days, intelligent machines have made the human life easy which can understand the received information and perform extended computations. The computer vision technology (CVT) had brought a vital advancement in intelligent machines which help them to understand the images. Machines use camera instead of eyes and computations can be performed to understand the visual data received from cameras. Computations are being performed by the processor which shows that processor acts like a brain in human. CVT also enables machines to take intelligent decisions or make a new representation based on the data received from the image or a video.

In recent years, the breakthrough of nanotechnology has integrated CVT in mobile phones, with the emerging market of smart phones and tablets. The hardware of these devices is increasing in processing power and storage capacity. The impressive development opportunities are brought because of the popularity of operating systems oriented third party
applications (Android, iOS, etc.). This situation opens several possibilities for the implementation of computer vision applications in these devices. The new development in technology increased the computing capabilities of mobile phones.

Several programming tools were developed which communicate in CVT and intelligent machines for image processing. Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) introduced by Berkeley Software Distribution is a library have 2500 optimized algorithms [1] that provides functions to implement real time computer vision for example Human –Computer Interaction (HCI), Object Detection and Identification, Image Segmentation, Gesture Recognition, Face Recognition, Motion Tracking and Motion Understanding, Structure From Motion (SFM), Camera Calibration and Depth Computation and Mobile Robotics.

Use of android platform for mobile devices is increasing rapidly due to millions of free/cheap applications, user friendly and modified-able source codes for developers. In 2010 Ethan group created an OpenCV port for Android. It allows the development of image processing and computer vision applications specifically for mobile phones and tablets using OpenCV. Android development provides two main methods for application development i.e., Java using the Android Software Development Kit (SDK) and C/C++ using the Android Native Development Kit (NDK). It is also possible to combine these two methods in a single application. Although real-time image processing routines such as addition, multiplication convolution, edge detection and some of complex functions like noise reduction, edges detection, and background subtraction based application development is a challenging task with the smart phone, because of limited memory and battery constraints. Currently applications like face recognition and smile recognition are very common. But these are basic level image processing applications. Smart phone users appreciate
artificial intelligence, advanced image processing and computer vision based applications. The developers are aiming to introduce real time applications. As smart phones are equipped with cameras, microphone, GPS (Global Positioning System), and other sensors, so they have a high potential to become a cost-effective intelligent agent.

Using CVT and all above programming codes, number of innovative applications are being developed for Image processing. The continuous efforts to design an Image Manipulation Suite were also regularly reported in past. Gansawat et al. [2] proposed panorama images stitching application which accepts the sequence of images and wrap according to the image sequence. Chen et al. [3] described the uncertainties in the image segmentation. Their results proposed a soft image segmentation model which calculates probabilities of merging sub-objects into super-object. Similarly, Zhou et al. [4] discussed interactive image segmentation method in which image is segmented into super-pixels. Then through super-pixels identify the object classes and features are extracted. Rather than matching the extracted features with other image the two images are merged to find out the similar regions. The accuracy of segmentation process is increased through interactive segmentation based on interactive matching. Wang [5] proposed an image segmentation approach based on thresholding and merge the segments into an image. Image segmentation is used for recognizing the object and can be used as the basis of high level image interpretation and understanding. Segmentation combines the similar adjacent pixels together and characterizes it as a region. There are some software tools already developed for windows and mac for image processing using CVT. For example, PTGui is the desktop software for image stitching. It only stitches the previously obtained images and correct errors in the resultant image. This software is a free source code by Professor Helmut Dersch from the University of Applied Sciences Furtwangen.
AutoStitch [6,7] is a stitching tool on Iphone platform. It works from unordered collection of images find match between them and the use blending algorithms to merge the relevant images together.

Now the need is to designing an Image Manipulation Suite for Android Platform which construct a complete image with all the family and friends. In each image one person is always missing who is capturing the image. Hence, getting rid from manual stitching and merging there is need to develop an intelligent image processing app that can merge two simultaneous pictures captured with gap of few seconds i.e., two picture, captured by two different people at same location but both persons have different position.

In this research, the authors had developed a Mobi Image Processing Suite (MIPS) based on computer vision technology. The main functionality of this application is image merging in which we combine information of two images and discard the overlapping information. The application takes two images, construct an image by manipulating the missing human information. Once the image is merged enhancement techniques and face detection technique are applied on the resultant image.

**Method and Strategy:**

The research reports the development of android based image merging application with enhancement techniques and face detection feature. It merges two images to find the missing information and discard the overlapping information. The application accepts the image with the following constraints:

- The image with one row of humans.
- The missing person must be standing on the right or left side of the image.
- The images are captured from the same position.
- There is sufficient empty space for storing photographs.
To build our MIPS app, Dell Inspiron Laptop, core i5, processor speed 2.5 GHz Turbo Boost Up to 3.1 GHz, 4 GB RAM, 750 GB hard drive, DDR3 memory, 1GB graphics memory, Windows 7 64 bit was used. The mobile phone had Android operating system with application programming interface (API) level higher than 2.3.3 and installed with OpenCvManager. Eclipse, SDK (software development kit), JDK (java development kit) and OpenCV for android were used for app development.

OpenCV was imported in Java API, working with camera and mixing Java and OpenCV API in a single application. OpenCv does not have any relation to computer vision. It implements basic image processing functions. It has powerful Core and Improc modules which are useful in a wide range of vision based applications. OpenCv4Android is available as a SDK with a set of samples and Javadoc documentation for OpenCV Java API. It also contains prebuilt apk-files, which can run on device instantly. OpenCV4Android SDK package enables development of Android applications with use of OpenCV library.

The application development have three distinct modules, service layer and data access layer The layered architecture is helpful because it divides the program into modules which makes the application systematic, reduces the complexity, avoids linearity which makes the execution slow and each layer can be re used because of low dependency.

In presentation layer user directly interacts with the MIPS and captures two images which are shown in the image views on the interface. Then, the users press the merge button. So, the two captured images are saved to image model and passed to merger service. Merger service gives images to the Data Access Object (DAO) which constructs a merged image, the change is deducted by subtracting the two images and the change area is noted. The biggest contour in the change image is detected and edges and corners are detected to extract the change from the image. The location of the biggest contour is
detected. Then the change area pixels are manipulated to one of the two images based on location. Finally a complete merge image with everyone present in it is extracted and shown on the interface. Some important user required options for example detect face or perform some enhancement techniques on an image like grey scale, sharpen, invert and reflect which are also provide in MIPS app and after all computations the completed image finally returns to the image object through service to presentation layer.

Fig. A, explains the methodology of MIPS development. The technique of image acquisition in this application is that first one person suppose A takes the image of the other person suppose B and leaves an empty space for his own position. Now the other person that is B will takes the picture from same place while person A will stand on same designated place that he reserved for him before. Then the merge button is pressed to get instant merged image which will present both A and B in same picture.

![Fig A. Flow chat of activities in MIPS application](image-url)
Images are converted into gray scale to reduce the computations that are required for RGB image. Now each image contains pixel values. Image acquisition converts the bitmap images to MAT which is capable of faster image processing. Every pixel has an associated RGB value, which consists of three color components R, G, and B which are integers between 0 and 255. Gray scale is calculated by following equation 1, [8]

\[ x = 0.299r + 0.587g + 0.114b \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

So the value now becomes from (r,g,b) to (x,x,x).

Now the gray scale images are passed to the function of change detection which subtracts an image from another image using two methods: Subtracting first image from second image which will give the missing elements in second image which are present in the first one. Missing part is shown in white and the similar portion in black. The number of the pixels should be same for subtracting the images. Let P(x,y) and Q(x,y) be first and second images respectively and R(x,y) [8] be the resultant image as given in equation 2.

\[ R(x,y) = Q(x,y) - P(x,y) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Now this image will be converted into binary so it will only have two intensity levels as given by equation 3.

\[ R(x,y) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } src(x,y) > \text{thresh} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Another method can be subtraction of second image from first image. It will give us the missing elements in first image that are present in second image. The resultant image gives the
missing information in the first image. Images are divided into 256 levels that take a lot of computations. Threshold is applied to obtain binary information which reduces computations and speed of algorithm increases. The designated algorithm finds the x and y coordinates of the contour. The starting point of the contour is initialized as x variable and last point is initialized with the last value of the contour. As the contour does not cover the whole area so y coordinate are taken from 0 to image height. While the edges and corner were detected based on Harris corner’s definition [9] which is calculated using second derivative, correlation and Eigen values.

After locating the biggest contour, the changes were computed in first image. The pixel values at contour location by considering the corner points and edge points are collected from the first image and assigned to the second one at that particular location. These values are assigned from x initial value to x final value. Now by manipulating the information through pixel by pixel as shown in Fig B, the merged image is constructed and saved to gallery successfully. The other options are also available in menu for image enhancement for example, gray scale, sharpen, invert, reflect and darken.

![Fig B. Pixel Manipulation](image-url)
Testing and Results:

Software testing is an essential step for the development of a reliable and error-free app. The developed app was evaluated by unit test, integrated test and system test. The primary goal of unit testing is to take the smallest piece of testable software in the application, isolate it from the remainder of the code, and determine whether it behaves exactly as you expect. Each unit of MIPS was tested separately before integrating them into modules to test the inter module interfaces and removed almost all the bugs and errors of the system. We have also done error handling to make our system behave properly when encountering unexpected conditions. After testing each unit we concluded that:

- Merging of images is performed in a manner so that it does not seem to be 2 pictures merged together.
- All the enhancement techniques were applied and they really enhances the details of the images and make them more acceptable and pleasing to the user.
- Application is reliable and efficient.
- Error handling is done at every point in order to remove the ambiguity from the Application.

After unit testing, individual software modules are combined and tested as a integrated group. We grouped the entire tested unit in larger aggregates and then performed functional test on the integrated system to verify the basic functionality of the system. These tests are intended to confirm that the system has been successfully integrated and now it is ready for full System Test. The system testing was performed in sequential manner to evaluate how the app should perform its functionality and where common mistakes may be found. The merging test (2 sec), grey scale enhancement test (2 sec), image sharpening test (1 sec), image inversion test (2 sec), dark image test (2 sec), reflect image test (2 sec), undo process test (2 sec), face
detection test (2 sec) were performed and all test gave successful results. We also test the application by entering inappropriate data and information just to see how the application will respond to incorrect input.

It is worth to mention that, the accuracy of MIPS app is also depends on user. The quantitative analysis for several tests suggested that the accuracy reduced to 15% for abrupt background, 70% for difference in light conditions and 60% by reducing distance. Hence, for best performance and high accuracy of output, its compulsory keep constant environmental and physical parameters. Table 1 presents the summary of few tests conducted on different parameters.

Table 1. Summary of qualitative analysis conducted on different parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Image Acquisition</th>
<th>Merged Image</th>
<th>Image enhancement</th>
<th>Face detection</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same light effects and background</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation in Distance from camera to person in both pictures</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuitable Lightning conditions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If person changed pose during 1st or 2nd picture</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions:

An intelligent image merger application was developed for android based smart phone which combines two images intelligently into single image captured simultaneously with gap of few second under same environmental and physical conditions. It manipulates all the human information present in
both images. Some enhancement tools are also added in applications for example, image inversion, grey scale, image sharpening, reflect image etc. Special attention is paid to computational cost and robustness under controlled condition. Unit test, integrated test and several type of systems test approved the efficient and error free working of MIPS. The quantitative analysis was also performed to evaluated app performance under different environmental conditions. However, it is highly suggested to capture images of same dimensions. Lightning in both the input images should have minimal variation. A big lightning variation of two input images will affect the result accuracy. There should be some gap between the standing person on left and right side to avoid overlapping and the background of images should be static or least turbulence for best performance of MIPS.

The Research is being extended to overcome previously mentioned constraints. A standard dataset can be developed for this kind of app. The more complex images in which the distance constraints are avoided can be developed especially for real world industrial maintains and instrumental applications. The main problem is the low computational power of smart phone devices. There are many libraries which help to implement the vision concept in android. Hence, by extending reported research concept an advanced app can be developed with optimized computational capabilities of new smartphones on android platform.
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